Glass House Café is a socially conscious café and catering house located at Palmer Commons on University of Michigan campus. Our enthusiastic, service-oriented team brings passion to the table and provides gracious, genuine hospitality to all guests through impeccable food and service. Designed to feature a broad range of seasonal plates, our offerings indulge the diverse tastes in the area.

We purchase our goods from local farmers and suppliers whenever possible. We do this for several reasons:

- Our guests experience the freshest ingredients possible.
- The relationships we build with other local businesses help strengthen our community.
- We want to help protect our environment. Buying locally means that goods have less distance to travel, cutting back on greenhouse gas emissions and reducing the volume of packing material needed.

By dining with us, you are supporting the following local businesses:

Barry Bagels- Ann Arbor, MI
BGreen, Inc.- Ann Arbor, MI
Calder Dairy- Carleton, MI
Eat Local, Eat Natural-Ann Arbor, MI
Eden Foods- Clinton, MI
Four Corners Creamery-Tecumseh, MI
Kapnick Orchards- Britton, MI
Knight’s Market- Ann Arbor, MI
Prochaska Farms-Tecumseh, MI
San Rafael Coffee Co.- Ann Arbor, MI
Tea Haus – Ann Arbor, MI